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To the editor, 

Extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis (XDR-TB) is defined by resistance to isoniazid, rifampicin, any 

fluoroquinolone and at least one of the three second line injectable drugs, such as amikacin. Drugs 

toxicity and duration impair adherence to treatment and outcome is rather poor [1].  We report on a 

particularly challenging XDR-TB patient with persistent non-adherence to treatment and an exceptionally 

complex drug susceptibility pattern.  

On 7 July 2015, a 28-year-old British citizen with XDR-TB was transferred by air ambulance from the 

United Kingdom to the TB centre ‘Beatrixoord’ in Haren, the Netherlands. He had no other relevant 

comorbidities and negative tests for HIV and chronic hepatitis. His father had been initially diagnosed 

with drug-susceptible TB in 1999 and succumbed to multi-drug resistant TB in 2005. Despite prophylactic 

treatment with isoniazid during 2000, the patient was diagnosed with drug-susceptible TB in November 

2007, when he started first-line TB treatment. Over the course of more than seven years many hospital 

admissions followed while his Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) isolates became increasingly drug 

resistant and his treatment regimen ever expanded (Fig. 1A). Despite frequent molecular and phenotypic 

resistance testing, followed even by Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS), the results for several drugs were 

ambiguous. By the end of 2009 his TB was classified as extensively drug resistant. Two consecutive 

negative cultures were obtained mid-2011 and again in 2012, but both times this was followed by culture 

reversion (Fig. 1A). Our patient was addicted to cannabis and had many social problems resulting in poor 

adherence to therapy. Other possible causes of a failing regimen, like poor drug absorption, were 

considered, but at that time it was believed that the extremely poor adherence was the major problem. 

Mid-2015, his medical team felt that only a highly individualised treatment regimen focusing not only on 

pharmacotherapy, but also on a change in social environment and social habits might curb impending 
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fatal outcome. This was difficult to realise in the United Kingdom, because the Public Health Act lacks a 

compulsory treatment order and sanatoria are not available. The TB centre in Groningen, the Netherlands 

provides a conducive environment to long-term treatment of socially complex and medically challenging 

TB cases. In addition, the Dutch Public Health Act enables long-term mandatory isolation of patients 

unwilling to follow infection control procedures. Our TB centre and the Dutch national health authorities 

were approached by the National Health Service (NHS) to discuss the patient’s transfer. The health 

authorities of both countries supported the transfer and the NHS and our TB centre agreed on the 

conditions, including financial arrangements, and the patient gave his consent. 

In the first months thereafter, the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM, 

Bilthoven, the Netherlands) performed drug susceptibility testing (DST) on current and previous Mtb 

sputum isolates. Based on the first test results we started treatment with high dose rifampicin, isoniazid, 

ethambutol, cycloserine and linezolid [2]. Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) was performed to optimise 

treatment [3].  Further analysis revealed the existence of several minority populations of Mtb with 

ambiguous susceptibilities to rifampicin and amikacin. Consistent resistance profiles were, however, 

obtained after isolation of colonies from 7H10 agar with the highest concentrations of these two drugs (2 

and 5 mg/L respectively) [4]. Of these isolated colonies, molecular targets (rpoB [ATC 491 TTC  TAC] and 

rrs gene [A1401 G]) as well as the full drug susceptibility profiles for all drugs were determined. The 

highly rifampicin and amikacin resistant minority populations, initially remaining undetected by WGS, had 

a similar resistance profile. Molecular analysis of the resistance profiles showed the highly resistant 

minority populations in later cultured strains without drug selection, indicating that their numbers 

increased over time. Rifampicin was discontinued since a high cumulative minimal inhibitory 

concentration was found for this drug. Based on an earlier study [5], 960 mg co-trimoxazole once daily 

was added to the regimen. Furthermore, the isoniazid dose was increased to 900 mg. With only few 

effective drugs available according to DST results we added delamanid and bedaquiline in consecutive 

order. For earlier culture conversion we considered adding yet another drug. Thiacetazone is poorly 

available and we therefore opted for inhaled colistin. In vitro studies have demonstrated an isoniazid-

potentiating effect of colistin [6, 7], and it was shown that the required colistin concentrations in sputum 

to achieve such effects could be reached by dry powder inhalation [6, 8].  We used the Twincer® dry 

powder inhaler (PureIMS, Roden, the Netherlands) to minimise adverse reactions such as cough [8, 9]. 

We instructed correct inhalation for efficacy. Adverse drug reactions were only observed for linezolid, 

which was discontinued after the patient started to develop peripheral neuropathy. Figure 1B provides an 

overview of the pharmaco-therapeutic regimen given. Surgical resection as a complementary treatment 



was deemed technically unfeasible, because of the bilateral involvement, the insufficient pulmonary 

reserve and the extensive scarring. 

In addition to a change in pharmaco-therapeutic treatment the Dutch TB centre provided a change in 

physical and social environment that helped our patient to adhere to treatment. Not only was he 

detached from his complex social life, but we could also offer him several social and physical daily 

activities tailored to his personal interests and abilities.  

With the support of the nursing staff, he managed to adhere to therapy and within two months after the 

start of his tailor-made drug treatment, his sputum smear and culture converted negative (Fig. 1B). After 

18 months of hospitalisation, he continued his treatment as an outpatient in Groningen, the Netherlands 

with directly observed therapy 5 days per week in our TB center. Treatment was considered completed 

by 24 months. Bilateral radiological abnormalities in the upper lung lobes have persisted without any 

complications.  

To achieve success, several borders were crossed. First, moving the patient far away from his social 

environment that precluded treatment adherence was crucial. Second, his transfer to the TB centre 

enabled him to follow an individualised social program in a hospitable physical environment that helped 

him to comply with treatment. Third, the problem of highly complicated molecular and phenotypic DST 

results was solved by isolating the most resistant bacteria on DST agar plates. All relevant resistance 

profiles of the causative bacteria were disclosed and therapy could be tailored and adjusted accordingly. 

Despite using cutting edge technology including WGS, initial DST predictions failed because of minority 

bacterial populations hidden by abundantly present susceptible bacteria. We speculate that highly 

resistant minority bacterial populations may be critical in patients with a long treatment history. Fourth, 

TDM helped optimising treatment with the limited pharmaco-therapeutic options available. We targeted 

drug concentrations within the therapeutic window – thereby reducing toxicity and increasing the chance 

for favourable outcome [10]. 

Finally, we were able to expand our regimen with several experimental drugs. Apart from adding 

delamanid, bedaquiline and co-trimoxazole, a drug with a reasonable safety and efficacy profile [5], we 

were the first to apply dry powder inhalation of colistin for the potentiation of high dose isoniazid in this 

patient. It has been hypothesised that hydrophylic antibiotics in general could benefit from this 

potentiating effect of colistin [6], and therefore, cycloserine (logP = -0.9) may have been potentiated as 

well. 



Close collaboration between all stakeholders in the treatment of MDR- and XDR-TB in the Netherlands 

has resulted in a treatment success rate as high as that of drug-susceptible TB [11, 12].  Most patients 

coming to the TB departments of Dutch municipal health services are foreign-born; the TB unit has 

received patients with different language and cultural backgrounds.  National programs already work 

together across borders but they might consider sharing highly specialised well-resourced facilities to 

treat highly complex TB cases.  
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Legend to Figure 1: 

Figure 1: timeline including the pharmaco-therapeutic treatment, sputum test results and results of drug 

susceptibility testing (DST) for the treatment in the United Kingdom (A) and the Netherlands (B). * 

Disputed mutation encoding low level rifampicin resistance; ** mixed second mutation in the rpoB gene 

encoding high level rifampicin resistance found after isolation of colonies on agar containing a high 

concentration of rifampicin or amikacin; # mixed wild-type/mutant; S = susceptible; R = resistant; I = 

intermediate resistant; + = positive; - = negative; DPI = dry powder inhalation; DOT = directly observed 

therapy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 




